
Our product 
range

Make your moderated meetings simple, 
streamlined, and successful.
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+ Physical, remote & hybrid meetings

+ Crisp, clear audio

+ Airtight privacy & security

+ User-friendly voting & interactivity

+ Translating solutions

Televic Conference has been a reference in speech 
amplification and modular solutions for council 
meetings for decades. Our internationally acclaimed 
technologies are used by international institutions 
with the most demanding requirements, such as the 
NATO headquarters, the European Parliament and 
the World Health Organisation. But our solutions are 
also available on a smaller scale, with hardware and 
software set-ups tailored to the specific needs of local 
city councils.
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Your meetings with 
Televic Conference: 
more efficient, 
streamlined and 
flexible than ever. 
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A global customer 
portfolio: from city 
councils to large 
institutions.  

Award winning 
designs. 

Custom made 
solutions.
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WATCH THE FULL 
KEY PLAYER VIDEO

Meet the Televic Conference 
key players.

UniCOS  TT 
+ All in one multimedia device
+ Increased participant engagement
+ Connects to any remote platform
+ Chairperson meeting moderation: speaker list / 
request list / video / agenda / delegates 

D-cerno  
+ Plug & play or Connect & Meet 
+ Hear and be heard
+ Built-In recording
+ Redundancy and hot swap

Confidea FLEX
wired 
+ One FLEX, many faces (button 
change delegate, chairperson, dual 
use) 
+ Grows with needs of customer
 

Confidea FLEX 
G4 wireless  
+ Worry free wireless
+ Built with security in mind
+ MEET in 1 – 2 – 3 (button WAP 
& connection screen to meeting 
mode transition)
+ Smart battery management
 

Lingua ID
+ ISO compliant
+ Intuitive & ergonomic design
+ Hearing protection technology
+ Video distribution capabilities (HDMI port) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUaXZrD_VRo&list=PLf2-nE_gIqayeDEJ08JwzoBqD3l0hmcMy
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A complete overview of the  
Televic Conference product range.
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PLIXUS SYSTEM

CENTRAL CONFERENCE UNIT

The Plixus network is an advanced conferencing 
network that allows:

  64 audio channels of "broadcast" quality
  6 low-latency HD video streams
  Voting results
  Documents
  Interactive data
  Power supply through Cat 5e cabling

 
Thanks to the automatic input and output 
connectivity of all units, the network is completely 
redundant, for great reliability. Furthermore, the 
units can be replaced without interrupting the 
signal.

Whether it is a city council that would like to extend 
its wired solution with some wireless units, or a 
regional council that's looking for a multimedia 
solution for the president as well as wired Confidea 
FLEX units for the participants in the room, the 
unique mix-and-match functionnality can connect 
all types of units within one system. 

The Plixus network responds to your need for 
flexibility in the meeting rooms of today. 

Even though the Plixus network is a closed network 
based on prorietary technology, the Plixus central 
unit allows to connect to third-party solutions. The 
audio is rendered through analog connections and 
Dante, the video through SDI, the conference data 
via open API, and the agenda data through XML 
in CoCon.

Reliability, performance, interoperability: the key words to describe the Plixus network

Drawing of the Plixus network

  Plixus network

  HD video

  Documents

  HD audio

  IP

  Controlled data

Drawing of the complete Plixus network

PLIXUS SYSTEM

CENTRAL CONFERENCE UNIT



“In Televic Conference we have 
found a partner who thinks along 
with us and allows us to support 
the decision-making process in  
an efficient and transparent 
manner.”

ARNOUT VAN KOOIJ, 
GEMEENTE IJSSELSTEIN, NEDERLAND
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The Plixus Audio Engine with Recording is 19" rack-
mountable. This central 1U is autonomous, manages 
the conference and integrates the processing and 
management of the necessary signal of the "audio 
only" part. Power supply up to 220W included (+/- 
40 units). On the back, there are 4 RJ45 conference 
network ports (standard cables FTP Cat. 5E AWG24), 
2 redundant Dante ports (card optional), 3 analog 
inputs, 3 analog outputs and a USB 2.0 port for audio 
recording. The LAN port allows to access the web-
based interface of to connect the CoCon Room Server.  
A second power supply can be connected. 

Plixus AE-R«« 71.98.2902

The Plixus Multimedia Engine is autonomous, 19" rack-
mountable (2U), manages the conference and integrates 
the  processing and management of the necessary signal 
of the multimedia part. On the back, there are 4 RJ45 
conference network ports (standard cables FTP Cat 5E 
AWG24), the redundant Dante ports, 3 analog inputs, 
3 analog outputs and a HD-SDI video input and output. 
The LAN configuration port allows to acces the intern 
web server and to connect the CoCon Room Server. To 
benefit from the multimedia functionalities, you need 
the CoCon Discussion software (not included).

Plixus MME«« 71.98.2900

The Plixus Network Extender (2nd generation) is a unit 
used to increase the number of available ports of the 
Plixus network and to create a redundant system. Plixus 
NEXT needs a 48 V power supply through Plixus PS. It 
offers 4 additional conference ports.

Plixus NEXT
71.98.2911««

External power supply for NEXT. Plixus PS is a 1U 
device which has 1000 W (48 V - 21 A).

Plixus PS
71.98.2930««

71.98.2931

Additional power supply (220 W) for Plixus AE-R.

Plixus AE-R PS««

71.98.2950

The Dante audio networking card is a plug-in card that 
fits inside Plixus MME and Plixus AE-R, and provides a 
user-friendly digital audio distribution interface. This 
card allows to insert or take out up to 64 audio channels 
out of Plixus MME or Plixus AE-R.

Dante Audio Networking Card««

PLIXUS SYSTEM

CENTRAL CONFERENCE UNIT

PLIXUS SYSTEM

CENTRAL CONFERENCE UNIT
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WATCH THE FULL 
PRODUCT VIDEO

CONFIDEA FLEX WIRED AND WIRELESS

TABLE TOP UNITS

https://youtu.be/f7fKEnbzpok
https://youtu.be/f7fKEnbzpok
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CONFIDEA FLEX WIRED

TABLETOP UNITS

The Confidea FLEX device adapts to the needs of 
every meeting and every conference. Delegates can 
become chairpersons with a single movement, and 
the other way around. The chairperson controls 
the meeting by starting and pausing the meeting, 

Voting licence. The number of buttons is configurable 
from 2 to 10 virtual options. The total result is visible after 
the voting.

71.98.1401
L-VT (Vote)««

Participant identificaton licence. This licence allows the 
users to identify themselves with an RFID or NFC badge.

71.98.1402
L-ID (Identification)««

Participant language selection licence. This licence allows 
the users to select one of the interpretation channels.

71.98.1403
L-LS (Language Selection)««

Licence that allows 2 delegates to use the unit. There 
are 2 speaker request buttons, 2 interpretation channel 
selectors, 2 identifications and 2 simultaneous votings.
For L-VT, L-ID, L-LS, you need licences for each delegate.

71.98.1404
L-DU (Double Use)««

Licence that allows the participants to connect their 
hearing device via Bluetooth to easily follow the meeting.

71.98.1405
L-BT (Bluetooth)««

One single unit with different faces

selecting the next person on the speaker request list, 
the agenda, the voting sessions and the recordings. 
Beyond its unique look, the feel is different as well. 
During some actions, the touch screen gives haptic 
feedback by giving a light vibration. 

A mix-and-match conference solution 

The Confidea FLEX device works with the 
architecture of the Plixus network and can be 
combined with other systems compatible with 
the Plixus network as well. This allows to mix and 
match different conference units within the same 
project for a custom system that fits your needs 
and budget. 

Thanks to the mix-and-match, it is possbile to 
connect Confidea FLEX to the uniCOS multimedia 
system, depending on whether the participants 
want to follow the meeting on their own screen 
or on the big screen. 

CONFIDEA FLEX WIRED

TABLETOP UNITS

Confidea FLEX is a tabletop conference device 
with a touch screen. Developped with a durable 
housing in zinc and aluminum, the device is 
stable and does not move, even when moving the 
microphone. The touch screen of the Confidea 
FLEX allows you to see what is relevant: the 
agenda, speech time, interpretation channels, and 

so much more. The special feature of the system 
is the possibility to extend the functionalities of 
the device with additional licences. It grows with 
the needs of the room and adapts to you and 
your meeting. To facilitate the use of the device 
for visually impaired people, it has braille guides 
under the microphone button and the screen. 

Wired tabletop unit, with touch screen, integrated 
speaker, microphone connector, NFC badge reader, 
microphone buttons with hidden LED lights, braille 
guides, Bluetooth support to connect devices for 
hearing impaired people. Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0131
Confidea FLEX««

The most versatile tabletop conference device
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Confidea FLEX TC
transport case
71.98.0047

Confidea WAP G4
wireless access point
71.98.0034

Confidea FLEX G4
touch enabled 
conference unit
71.98.0081

Confidea BP G4
rechargeable batteries
71.98.0045

Confidea CHT G4
smart battery charger 
71.98.0046

+ Do you need flexible meeting possibilities in different rooms of your  
   facilities? 
+ Do you manage multi-purpose spaces with varying room layouts      
   according to the occasion? 
+ Are COVID-19 regulations forcing you to change your set-ups and add      
   remote functionalities? 
+ Do you rent meeting equipment on an as-needed basis?

These are all very real scenarios that have one thing in common: they all make 
you wish you had a meeting system that is quick and easy to deploy. Well, 
your wish is about to come true: discover how Televic’s new Confidea FLEX G4 
wireless solution has you covered. 

Confidea FLEX G4 wireless is a solution that offers unparalleled versatility 
and flexibility in the number of participants, conferencing options over different 
rooms and meeting configurations that are 100% cable- and worry-free.

CONFIDEA FLEX WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS

CONFIDEA FLEX WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS
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ULTIMATE
FLEXIBILITY

WORRY-FREE
WIRELESS

BUILT FOR 
SECURITY

SMART BATTERY 
MANAGEMENT

Choose the best solution in the market.

The next generation 
of meetings made easy

CONFIDEA FLEX WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS

WATCH THE FULL 
PRODUCTVIDEO
HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUu7R25z7oY&list=PLf2-nE_gIqayptEDlRXX4FP2qhhPjW_nc&index=1
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6/ Mike 

 Push and lock USB-C microphone

7/ Bluetooth® Support 

 For use with Bluetooth® hearing aids

8/ Built-in Speaker 

 Engineered with Televic rich sound  

 processing

9/ Dual Status LEDs (Back) 

 Display active microphone or request- 

 to-speak status

10/ Light sensor
 Automatically adjusts luminance of the  

 screen.

11/ Screw Openings (Bottom)
 Option to fix unit to table

12/  USB-C port
 Power your device even without  

 batteries connected

13/  Dual battery capability
 Hot-swap battery redundancy

14/  Batteries
 Push to test capacity

1/  5.2-inch Full-color Touch Screen 

 Haptic feedback and anti-fingerprint coating

2/ 3.5 mm Headphone Jack 

 Left and right side for easy access

3/ Badge Reader Slot 

 Including NFC: tap to identify

4/ Microphone Button with Hidden LEDs 

 LED icons light up depending on functionality and 

 activated license: microphone, dual microphone, 

 priority

5/ Braille Indicators 

 Triple dots underneath microphone button, individual 

 dots underneath touch screen
See & Feel the
Difference.

The Confidea FLEX G4 touch screen gives you addi- 
tional control and information. It allows you to see  
what’s relevant on-screen depending on the context: 
agenda, voting, and more.
 
Confidea FLEX G4 doesn’t just look different. It feels 
different, too. For special interactions such as voting, 
the display uses haptic feedback. The screen re- 
creates the physical touch experience by gently 
vibrating. Select a voting option, and the display will 
respond to give you an extra layer of confidence in 
casting a vote. 

Visually impaired users enjoy braille indicators and 5 
guides underneath the screen to make Confidea FLEX 
G4 easier to use.

Confidea FLEX G4 starts from a durable alloy of zinc 
and aluminum to create a stable device that does not
budge at all when you move around the microphone. 
It was expertly adjusted to ensure a flawless weight 
distribution.

2

1

5

9

5

12

14

13

10

CONFIDEA FLEX WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS

CONFIDEA FLEX WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS
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Delegates 
are in the know 

 
+ See who is speaking

+ See the speaker list

+ See the number of people 
in request

+ Vote and see the results

Chairpersons 
are in control

+ Use next-in-line to select 
the next person in a request 
list

+ Record meetings

+ Manage voting sessions

Operators 
create flow 

+ Add a custom welcome screen 

+ Display the participant’s name on 
screen for fixed seating

+ Show a welcome message

“I am proud to see that our team has managed to 
turn years of experience and innovation into an 
unparalleled versatile wireless solution.”

DIDIER ROSEZ, PRODUCT MANAGER AT  
TELEVIC CONFERENCE

An astonishing
design.

Design-wise, the Confidea FLEX G4 wireless solution 
continues on the road paved by its wired predecessor. A 
very deliberate choice, as this existing design was among 
the happy few to convince the jurors of the Red Dot 
awards who commented on the solution as follows: ‘This 
conference device is designed to be user-friendly. Its 
carefully considered concept guarantees well-organised 
meetings.’

CONFIDEA FLEX WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS
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Overview of an installation with :

- Confidea T
- Plixus AE-R

The Confidea T is a tabletop conference unit, ideal 
for fixed and mobile installations. As a strong 
system that has proven itself, it works as well with 
smaller meeting and as with large international 
conferences.

Confidea products are known for their exceptional 
audio quality rendering. The natural sound 
produced by the units improves the intelligibility 
while reducing the general fatigue during long 
conferences.

A wired device for all your needs

CONFIDEA T WIRED

TABLETOP UNITS
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Confidea T-CI

Wired chairperson unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, RFID card slot, interpretation 
channel selector with OLED display, Next-in-line and 
Priority button.
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0117««

Confidea T-DIV

Wired delegate unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, 5 voting options, RFID card slot 
and interpretation channel selector with OLED display. 
Microphone sold separately. 

71.98.0108««

Confidea T-CIV

Wired chairperson unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, 5 voting options, RFID card 
slot, interpretation channel selector with OLED display, 
Next-in-line  and Priority button. 
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0118««

Confidea T-2D2I

Wired delegate unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, microphone activation button, 
RFID card slot and 2 interpretation channel selectors 
with OLED display. 
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0126««

Confidea T-D2I

Wired delegate unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, 2 microphone activation 
buttons, RFID card slot and 2 interpretation channel 
selectors with OLED display. 
Microphone sold separately. 

71.98.0125««

Confidea T-DD

Wired tabletop delegate unit with integrated speaker 
and microphone connector.
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0105

Confidea T-CD

Wired tabletop chairperson unit with integrated 
speaker and microphone connector, Next-in-line and 
Priority button.
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0115

Confidea T-DV

Wired delegate unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, 3 voting options, RFID card slot. 
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0106

Confidea T-CV

Wired chairperson unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, 3 voting options, RFID card slot, 
Next-in-line and Priority button.
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0116

Confidea T-DI

Wired delegate unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector,  interpretation channel selector 
with OLED display, RFID card slot. 
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0107

««

««

««

««

««

CONFIDEA T WIRED

TABLETOP UNITS

CONFIDEA T WIRED

TABLETOP UNITS
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Confidea WCAP G3

Acces point with 6.3 mm jack balanced analog IN and 
OUT and integrated webserver adapted to mobiles 
devices for installation, configuration and management 
of the conference system.

71.98.0033««

Electrical adapter used for Confidea WCAP+ in 
autonomous mode (24V).

71.98.0041
Confidea APPS««

Wireless delegate unit with integrated speaker and 
microphone connector.
Microphone and battery sold separately.

71.98.0005
Confidea DD G3««

Wireless chairperson unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, Next-in-line and Priority 
buttons.
Microphone and battery sold separately.

71.98.0015
Confidea CD G3««

Wireless delegate unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, 3 voting options, RFID card slot 
and OLED display. 
Microphone and battery sold separately. 

71.98.0006
Confidea DV G3««

Overview of an installation with :

- Condidea  WCAP G3
- Confidea G3

Room audio equipment optional

Have a wireless experience

Forget all the cables and have a limitless experience.
The wireless products offer unparalleled flexibility: 
freedom of movement, flexible number of 
participants, connection of several units, and 
much more. Easy to install and control, Confidea 
G3 is reliable above all. The Confidea G3 system 
is an autonomous solution that is completely 
managed through antenna. Thanks to the 
webserver interface, the configuration is done in 

a few clics: initializing, chosing the microphone 
mode and configuring the audio. The webserver 
allows to visualize the used and usable frequencies 
in its surroundings, and thus to choose the best 
frequency for the wireless system.  With the page 
operator, you can control the microphones in the 
room. Thanks to this wireless functionality, you 
don't need to worry about technology and can 
concentrate entirely on the meeting.

CONFIDEA G3 WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS

CONFIDEA G3 WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS
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Wireless chairperson unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, microphone activation button, 
Next-in-line and Priority button, RFID card slot, 5 voting 
options and interpretation channel selector with OLED 
display. A maximum of 4 channels can be received.
Microphone and battery sold separately. 

Confidea G3 CIV
71.98.0018««

Wireless delegate unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, microphone activation button, 
RFID card slot and 2 interpretation channel selectors 
with OLED display. A maximum of 4 channels can be 
received.
Microphone and battery sold separately. 

71.98.0025
Confidea G3 D2I««

Wireless chairperson unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, 3 votin options, RFID card slot, 
OLED display, Next-in-line and Priority buttons.
Microphone and battery sold separately. 

Confidea G3 CV
71.98.0016««

Wireless delegate unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, microphone activation button, 
RFID card slot and interpretation channel selector 
with OLED display. A maximum of 4 channels can be 
received. 
Microphone and battery sold separately. 

Confidea G3 DI
71.98.0007««

Wireless chairperson unit with integrated speaker, 
microphone connector, microphone activation button, 
Next-in-line and Priority buttons, RFID card slot and 
interpretation channel selector with OLED display. A 
maximum of 4 channels can be received. 
Microphone and battery sold separately. 

Confidea G3 CI
71.98.0017««

CONFIDEA G3 WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS

CONFIDEA G3 WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS
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Wireless coupling/decoupling
 
The wireless Confidea G3 conference system 
offers an unparalleled flexibility for  versatile 
rooms. A solution exists as well for modular rooms 
with several conferences at the same time. When 
connected to the Plixus AE-R and MME central 
units, Confidea G3 allows to couple and decouple 

up to 

the conference rooms through wireless connection.  
Up to 10 access points can be connected, all with 
on clic on the webinterface of the Plixus AE-R or 
MME central unit. Through the API, it is possible 
to control couplings/decouplings from third party 
touch interfaces.

Room A and room B are autonomous. 
In only 1 click, they can be connected to 
create a bigger room controlled by only 
one Plixus central unit.

Battery for Confidea unit. Sold separately for every 
wireless Confidea unit.

71.98.0042
Confidea BP««

Directional antenna kit for Confidea WCAP G3
External antenna for a directional radiation pattern (120° 
horizontal beamwidth and 11° vertical beamwidth) 
(optional).

71.90.9405
Antenna WCAP G3 kit««

Adapter to charge a battery individually (15V). 

71.98.0040
Confidea BPC««

Charger for 6 batteries, 19" rack-mountable.

71.98.0043
Confidea CHT««

Storage and charging case for 12 wireless units, 12 
Confidea BP batteries, 12 microphones (30, 40 & 50 
cm), 2 Confidea CHT and 1 Confidea WCAP G3. It 
can be connected  directly to the secor to charge all 
batteries.

71.98.0044
Confidea CHC««

CONFIDEA G3 WIRELESS

TABLETOP UNITS

CONFIDEA G3

TABLETOP UNITS
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Confidea F-DM

Flushmount delegate unit with microphone connector.
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.0505««

71.98.0515
Confidea F-CM

Flushmount chairperson unit with microphone 
connector, Next-in-line and Priority buttons.
Microphone sold separately.

««

Overview of an installation with :

- Confidea F
- Plixus AE-R

The Confidea F range is composed of flushmount 
conference devices. Plixus powered, they are 
developped to integrate perfectly into the furniture 
of different conference rooms, from meetings to 
parliamentary debates, councils and hemicycles. 
Thanks to its simple and sturdy design as well as 
exceptional audio quality, this selection of products 
enhances the intelligibility during meetings 
and debates, and professionalizes the working 
environment for thousands of delegates. Its voting 

options, customisable with LED colors, allow to 
identify different choices during crucial voting 
sessions. Confidea F devices allow people from 
different nationalities to participate in a meeting 
in their native language. This selection of products 
helps you create the ideal meeting environment by 
integrating, without any problems, the conference 
devices in the furniture: a solution that is at the 
same time easy, clean and discrete.
Its design takes the conference back to its essence. 

A conference system that integrates wherever you want

CONFIDEA F

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS

CONFIDEA F

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS
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Flushmount all-in-one delegate unit with microphone 
connector, speaker, 5 voting options and RFID card slot. 
Microphone sold separately. 

71.98.0502
Confidea F-DV««

71.98.0512
Confidea F-CV««
Flushmount  all-in-one chairperson unit with 
microphone connector, speaker, 5 voting options, RFID 
card slot, Next-in-line and Priority buttons.
Microphone sold separately. 

Flushmount  all-in-one chairperson unit with microphone 
connector,  speaker,  Next-in-line and Priority buttons. 
Microphone sold separately. 

71.98.0511
Confidea F-CD««

Flushmount all-in-one delegate unit with microphone 
connector and speaker. 
Microphone sold separately. 

71.98.0501
Confidea F-DD««

CONFIDEA F

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS

CONFIDEA F

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS
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71.98.0504
Confidea F-DIV««
Flushmount all-in-one delegate unit with microphone 
connector, speaker, 5 voting options, RFID card slot, 
interpretation channel selector with OLED display. 
Microphone sold separately. 

Flushmount all-in-one delegate unit with microphone 
connector, speaker, interpretation channel selector with 
OLED display. 
Microphone sold separately. 

71.98.0503
Confidea F-DI««

71.98.0513
Confidea F-CI««
Flushmount all-in-one chairperson unit with microphone 
connector, speaker, interpretation channel selector with 
OLED display, Next-in-line and Priority buttons. 
Microphone sold separately. 

CONFIDEA F

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS

CONFIDEA F

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS
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71.98.0551
Confidea F-CS««
Autonomous interpretation channel selector with OLED 
display indicating the number, abbreviation of the name 
of the language and the volume. 

71.98.0514
Confidea F-CIV««
Flushmount all-in-one chairperson unit containing:
microphone connector, speaker, 5 voting options, RFID 
card slot, interpretation channel selector with OLED 
display, Next-in-line and Priority buttons. 
Microphone sold separately. 

CONFIDEA F

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS

“Televic Conference offers 
solutions we can count on.”

CARL HOWELL, 
THOMPSON ELECTRONICS, U.S.

Excellent customer 
satisfaction score

INDEPENDENT CLIENT SURVEY 2020

8.6

“Our new microphone system 
has helped tremendously!  We 
have always live-streamed our 
Council meetings, but once we 
implemented the microphone 
system, the quality and clarity 
came through and the audience 
could actually hear what was 
being said.  It is very easy to use 
and set up.”

KIM KEESLER,
CITY CLERK, VILLAGE OF ALMONT, US
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From the look to the functionalities, customize the 
product that will meet to your needs in the best 
possbile way. It is also possible to add your logo or 
additional power supply ports. The customization 
is at your fingertips. Discover all the options and 
get to a unique solution. 

Acquire a meeting room that meets your every 
expectation. Whether it's flushmount units with 
a unique design, additional buttons or engravings 
in another language, create a solution that makes 
your meeting room complete, with products 
that integrate perfectly into your furniture, or 
that stands out because of the design.  

Customization at your fingertips

CUSTOM

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS

D-CERNO F

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS

71.98.0311

71.98.0312

D-cerno F-DM

D-cerno F-CM

««

««

Delegate microphone panel for basic discussion 
systems. Minimalistic  integration into any meeting 
room furniture. Microphone on/off button and 
removable microphone connector.
Microphone sold separately.

Chairman microphone panel for basic discussion 
systems. Minimalistic  integration into any meeting 
room furniture. Microphone on/off, priotiry and next-
in-line buttons, and removable microphone connector.
Microphone sold separately.

LE CONSEIL RÉGIONAL D’ ÎLE-DE-FRANCE,  SEINE SAINT DENIS,  FRANCE
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The Confidea F-BOX is a standard solution with full 
audio experience for custom delegate/chairman 
units.
Simply connect the peripherals of your choice for a 
clean integrated solution: the Confidea F-BOX is a 
compact Plixus audio interface, perfectly designed 
to be installed under a table, between the armrests 
of a chair, underneath an elevated floor or in any 
other hidden place.

The Confidea F-BOX comes with embedded 
ports and connections to  ensure a smooth and 
versatile integration in any audio scenario: use the 
connectors to plug a microphone, a microphone 
button to show its status, voting buttons, a 
loudspeaker, and even headphones. 
And since the Confidea F-BOX comes with the 
convenience of the Plixus architecture, a simple 
CAT 5e cable is all you need to connect it to the 
conference network.

Confidea F-BOX solution

CUSTOM

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS

Overview of an installation with:

- A loudpseaker
- A microphone
- Two buttons

Features

  Easy configuration for connecting a microphone, 

headphones, speakers, etc.

  Effortless integration to the Plixus network with 

redundant Plixus ports.

  Power over Plixus 

  Designed with high quality sound (24 bits / 48 Hz)

  Can be configured as a chairperson or delegate unit  

via the software

  Small footprint

Confidea F-BOX

Compact audio interface to be installed under a table, 
on the armrest of a chair or any hidden place.
Embedded ports and connections for microphone, 
microphone button, voting buttons, customized 
buttons, loudspeaker, headphones.

71.98.0522««

Screw-lock microphone connector assembly with 1.2 
m cable for easy connection to the Confidea F-BOX 
solution.

71.98.0523
Confidea F-BOX_MIC««

Delegate capacitive touch button with request-to-
speak symbol, LED indication and 1.2 m cable for easy 
connection to the Confidea F-BOX solution.

71.98.0524
Confidea F-BOX_DL_PBTN««

Delegate capacitive touch button with LED indication 
and 1.2 m cable for easy connection to the Confidea 
F-BOX solution. Comes without screening. A custom 
symbol can be applied to the surface.

71.98.0525
Confidea F-BOX_MF_PBTN««

Mechanical push button with LED indication and 1.2 
m cable for easy connection to the Confidea F-BOX 
solution. Comes without  screening. A custom symbol 
can be applied to the surface.

71.98.0526
Confidea F-BOX_BTN««

CONFIDEA F-BOX
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1

2

3

Discussion unit in brushed aluminum without any visible screws, integrated in the armrest and with speaker.
Specific button to avoid microphone activation by accident.

Integrated discussion unit in the armrest with interpretation channel selector.

Confidea F-DIV unit with braille embossed buttons, 4 voting options with adapted serigraphy, button for 
intervention.

4 Confidea F-DV unit with imitated wooden finish. 

1 2

3

4

CUSTOM

FLUSHMOUNT UNITS
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WATCH THE FULL 
PRODUCT VIDEO

UNICOS & PLIXUS NAMEPLATE

MULTIMEDIA UNITS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzUKHg2t64o
https://youtu.be/ZzUKHg2t64o
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Overview of an installation with:

- Plixus MME
- Plixus PS
- Plixus NEXT
- Plixus Nameplate
- uniCOS TMM 10
- uniCOS FMM 10
- uniCOS FMM 7

Taking the right decisions in a limited time is a 
real challenge for organisations. However, it is 
essential that they can run meetings that without 
surprises and during which the participants have 
access to the necessary information, no matter 
the size of the organisation. Full of technology, 
the range of uniCOS units provides all the relevant 

details through a touch screen and helps capture 
the essence of the discussed topics. The content 
(agenda, discussion, speech time, etc.) appears 
on this touch screen and can be controlled and 
directed by the operator to increase the efficiency 
and attention of the meeting. 

Decision-making made smarter, faster and more precise

Thanks to the exceptional performance of the 
Plixus network, the participants can enjoy HD 
video  with minimal delay compared to the 
entrance in the centre. Up to 6 video streams are 
sent simultaneously onto the Plixus network.

UNICOS

MULTIMEDIA UNITS
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uniCOS T/MM | uniCOS F/MM 10 | uniCOS F/MM 7

Common features

  Microphone activation button

  Microphones sold seperately

  Screw-lock microphone connector

  Built-in 5MP camera

  Surface without edges for easy cleaning

  RFID card slot for authentication

  3,5 mm stereo headphone connector

Tabletop unit with adjustable touch screen.
10" adjustable touch screen.

uniCOS T/MM 10««
71.98.2003

  2 USB 2 ports to connect a Plixus Nameplate or 

charge a phone

  6 low-latency video streams

  Power supply on the Plixus conference network 

(RJ45) or through a 48 V cable

  Combination possible of uniCOS units with 

Confidea units (wired and wireless) in the same 

network

UNICOS

MULTIMEDIA UNITS
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Flushmount unit with touch screen
7" touch screen

uniCOS F/MM 7«« 71.98.2002

Technical drawing of the uniCOS F/MM7

Flushmount unit with touch screen.
Possibility to have the fingerprint option
10" touch screen

uniCOS F/MM 10««
71.98.2001

Technical drawing of the uniCOS F/MM10 (in millimeter)

UNICOS

MULTIMEDIA UNITS

UNICOS

MULTIMEDIA UNITS
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uniBOX
71.98.2004

Interface box which allows to provide the uniCOS 
experience on any HDMI touch screen, even retractable. 
This has to be combined with Confidea F (with a 
microphone button, loudspeaker, etc.) and is the 
solution for custom projects. 

««

Overview of an installation with:

- uniBOX
- Motorised screen
- Deported microphone

Features

  Overview of the speaker request list

  Speech time progress bar

  Voting with up to 10 options 

  Documentation view

  Consulting the agenda and meeting information

  The president can give the floor to participants on 

the speaker request list, start the voting and scrolling 

through the agenda.

A 10" uniCOS F/MM flusmount unit with fingerprint

 A 7" uniCOS F/MM flushmount unit

uniCOS F/MM10 Bracket

uniCOS F/MM7 Bracket

71.98.2013

Mounting bracket for uniCOS F/MM7 and F/MM10 
with a 60° angle

««

«« 71.98.2012

UNIBOX

MULTIMEDIA UNITS

UNICOS

MULTIMEDIA UNITS
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Video-SELECT Panel (optional) to connect to the Plixus 
V-OUT to select different video channels on the Plixus 
network. 

71.98.2923
V-SEL

Video-OUT Box to extract a video stream from the 
Plixus network through an HDMI connection.  By 
default, the 3G-SDI of Plixus MME is available  via 
HDMI connection. Routing to other channels available 
on the Plixus network (CoCon Video Routing required). 
Flexible selection of video channels available on the 
Plixus network can be realised by connecting the video 
selector (Plixus V-SEL).

71.98.2922
V-OUT

Video-REQUEST panel to connect to the Plixus V-IN 
to request that a participants' video stream becomes 
available on the Plixus network (optional).

71.98.2921
V-REQ««

Video-IN Box to insert visual content into the Plixus 
network through an HDMI connection. An inserted 
video channel through the box is routed to one of the 
6 possible video streams on the Plixus network (CoCon 
Video Routing required). Content sharing available on 
the video-request panel  (Plixus V-REQ) or through the 
available contacts.

71.98.2920
V-IN««

««

««

Ultra thin design : 9 mm

««

The Plixus Nameplate uses the E-Ink technology 
for optimal legibility. It displays crisp text with high 
contrast and a maximum viewing angle (180°). In 
addition, the information can be retained if the 
nameplate is powered off. The Plixus Nameplate 
display eliminates reflections and flickers, even 
when filmed or broadcasted.                                       

A LED strip on top of the Nameplate can show 
the request to speak status (green blinking) or 
the speaking status (red light). A participant's 
information can even be displayed automatically 
when he or she inserts an identification badge.

Plixus Nameplate

A double-sided nameplate based on the E-Ink 
technology can be connected in series to the Plixus 
Network or directly through USB to the uniCOS units. 
Speaker request is possible through the button at the 
bottom, LED strip on top. CoCon Nameplate required.

71.98.2051

Be well recognized, beyond the shadow of a doubt

   V-IN | V-OUT

MULTIMEDIA UNITS PLIXUS NAMEPLATE
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WATCH THE FULL 
PRODUCT VIDEO

   D-CERNO

PLUG & PLAY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HgNezYl_rc
https://youtu.be/7HgNezYl_rc
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See common features.

71.98.0320
D-Cerno CU««

Digital tabletop central unit for controling up to 50 
D-Cerno units (or D-Cerno SL). Integrated webserver 
for remote control through tablet or smartphone. 
Integration of a camera-tracking system is possible as 
well.
Thanks to 2 USB connectors on the front, the D-Cerno 
CUR allows to record the audio into WAV or MP3 
format on a USB stick. 

71.98.0321
D-Cerno CUR««

Power supply for D-Cerno CU and D-Cerno CU-R.

71.98.0340
D-Cerno PS««

High quality transport and storage case for a complete 
D-Cerno system, 12 D-Cerno units (D, C, 30cm) and 
one central unit, power supply and cables included. 

71.98.0344
D-Cerno TC««

High quality transport and storage case for a complete 
D-Cerno system, 12 D-Cerno SL units, 12 microphones 
(30cm, 40cm, 50cm) et one central unit, power supply 
and cables included.

71.98.0333
D-Cerno SL TC««

D-Cerno is a discussion system intended to small 
or medium-sized conference rooms.  It stands out 
because of its digital technology, elegant design 
and user-friendliness. The D-Cerno SL range offers 
enhanced stability and its simple design fits the 
times.  As it is ventilator-free, the tabletop unit is 
perfectly silent and can be integrated in or placed 

on top of the table. The system automatically 
switches to stand-by mode when the meeting 
has ended, even when you forget to turn it off. 
The system is ready-for-use and has a fail-safe 
redundancy technology. There is no need for any 
specific technical knowledge to install or use the 
D-Cerno solution. 

D-Cerno CU | D-Cerno CUR

Common features

  4 digital RJ45 ports

  Branche or loop connection (redundancy)
  Plug & play
  Control over 50 D-Cerno or D-Cerno SL units
  Possibility to combine 3 central units for 150 units

  Eco Power Safe mode
  Lockable Power connection
  XLR out, XLR in, RCA in et 2 RCA out
  External power supply

The simplest tabletop device

D-CERNO

PLUG & PLAY

D-CERNO

PLUG & PLAY
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Digital delegate unit, 30 cm microphone immune 
to mobile phone interference, touch buttons for 
microphone, volume, Next-in-line and Priority, 
integrated speaker, headphone output, comes with 
2-m cables.

71.98.0302
D-Cerno C««

Digital delegate unit, 30 cm microphone immune 
to mobile phone interference, touch buttons for 
microphone and volume, integrated speaker, 
headphone output, comes with 2-m cable. 

71.98.0301
D-Cerno D««

Digital chairperson unit, 50 cm microphone immune 
to mobile phone interferences, touch buttons for 
microphone, volume, Next-in-line and Priority, 
integrated speaker, headphone output, comes with a 
2-m cable.

71.98.0304
D-Cerno CL««

Digital delegate unit, 50 cm microphone immune 
to mobile phone interferences, touch buttons 
for microphone and volume, integrated speaker, 
headphone output, comes with a 2-m cable.

71.98.0303
D-Cerno DL««

Digital delegate unit, request-to-speak button, immune 
to mobile phone interferences.

71.98.0306
D-Cerno D SL««

Digital chairperson unit, request-to-speak button, Next-
in-line and Priority button, immune to mobile phone 
interferences.

71.98.0307
D-Cerno C SL««

  Headphone output

  Comes with a 2m cable

  Microphone sold separately

  Screw-lock microphone connector (for D-Mic xxSL)

  Buttons for microphone and volume

  Integrated speaker

D-Cerno C SL | D-Cerno D SL

Common features

D-CERNO

PLUG & PLAY

D-CERNO

PLUG & PLAY
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Pan-Tilt-Zoom IP camera with Full HD 1080p output at 
60 fps. 
3G-SDI , Ethernet and HDMI interfaces. 
PoE enabled 
Can be used as an extension to the T-CAM Package 
(SDI) or as camera for the  T-Council package (SDI / IP) 
Consists of following items: 
- 1 full HD camera 
- License for 1 extra camera in T-CAM 
- Converter cable 

SDI cables or ethernet cables not included

71.98.1304

71.98.1302

IP-CAM 50««

T-CAM Name Overlay

Extension to the T-CAM Package to display the name 
of the delegate as an overlay on the video stream of 
the camera tracking solution. 

CoCon Discussion software required.

««

Camera tracking solution compatible with Plixus, 
Confidea G3 and D-Cerno systems. 
Consists of following items: 
- 2 full HD cameras 
- Video switcher 
- Video capture card (Only for preview. If used, 
desktop PC with PCI slot required!) 
- Camera tracking software + license for two cameras 
- Converter cables 

SDI cables or ethernet cables not included

71.98.1303
T-CAM Package««

Better meetings and better decisions start with 
getting participants closer together. Camera 
tracking closes the gap between people by letting 
everyone see and understand each other in close-

up. T-Cam gives you an easy way to install camera 
tracking, to create talking heads, and to configure 
different views. On any Televic conference 
system. The result: crystal-clear video for better 
involvement.

A plug and play camera tracking system

CAMERA TRACKING CAMERA TRACKING
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SDILAN PoE

1

2

3

4

    Switch Réseau PoE+

Logiciel Camera Control

    Système de conférence

    Blackmagic Atem TV Studio HD

5 Sortie SDI avec 
incrustation des 
noms possible

1

2

3

4 5

 CAMERA TRACKING
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WATCH THE FULL 
PRODUCT VIDEO

LINGUA ID

TRANSLATION SOLUTIONS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FywGnAzKac
https://youtu.be/0FywGnAzKac
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Lingua ID | Lingua ID-MM

Common features

  Color display with information on:  
     - Status and quality of relays 
     - Output level of outgoing channels 
     - Occupation of channels for outgoing languages 
     - Timer 
     - Messages

  Rotational coder for intuitive use
  Screw-lock socket for removable microphone 
  Speaker
  Rotational controls for headphones volume, 

speaker  volume, bass and treble.
  6 relay buttons
  3 outgoing languages (channels A, B or C)

  Every interpreter can set up their own outgoing 
languages (B or C) in advance

  Activation button with acoustic feedback (for 
visually impaired people)

  Braille indications under each button 
  Back-up of settings
  Playback function
  Intercom function
  Mute button
  Button to ask the speaker to speak more slowly
  Automatic headset detection
  Possibility to select the type of headset to limit the 

noise level

71.98.2100
Lingua ID««
Audio-only interpreter desk. Can be connected 
to Plixus AE-R and MME. No software needed for 
the configuration of languages. Requires CoCon 
Interpretation for more than 11 languages or an 
advanced configuration. 
Microphone sold separately.

71.98.2101
Lingua ID-MM««
Multimedia interpreter desk. With the HDMI outlet, 
you can connect any HDMI screen to Lingua ID-MM 
to visualize one of the 6 video streams in the Plixus 
network.  Can  only be connected to Plixus MME, no 
need for software for the basic language configuration. 
Requires CoCon Interpretation for more than 11 
languages or an advanced configuration. 
Microphone sold separately.

Pass the message with crystal clarity in any 
language. The Lingua Interpreter Desk breaks 
through all language barriers and puts all the 
participants on the same wave length, whatever 
language they speak. 

As an interpreter, experience an award-winning 
device. It  is the result of a innovative user-centered 
design. Comfortable, user-friendly and with full 
ISO 20109:2016 compliance. 

Go beyond language barriers

LINGUA ID

TRANSLATION SOLUTIONS

LINGUA ID

TRANSLATION SOLUTIONS
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is a  strong solution. As a matter of fact, it was 
developped to allow each participant to appreciate 
the message of the speaker with the touch of a 
finger, with comfort and clarity, and an easy set-
up. The Lingua systems are equipped with   a 
patented automatic delay compensation,  which 
automatically adjusts the required delay on each 
radiator at the touch of a button to compensate 
for cable length. 

It is one thing to deliver a message perfectly clear, 
but  another to make sure the audience is on the 
same wave length. Infrared language distribution 

Infrared language distribution

LINGUA IR

TRANSLATION SOLUTIONS
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Charging case to store and charge up to 64 Lingua 
IR receivers. Integrated webserver to know about the 
status of each receiver, updates, etc.

71.98.0235
Lingua CHC««

VESA wall mount for Lingua RAD H.
Possible tilt from +75 to -10 degrees.

71.98.0225
Lingua RAD Mount««

Pack of 6 additional batteries for Lingua R receivers. 

71.98.0234
Lingua BP««

Infrared receiver for 40 channels. 
Battery included. 

71.98.0208
Lingua R40««

Infrared receiver for 12 channels. 
Battery included. 

71.98.0206
Lingua R12««

Infrared receiver for 6 channels.
Battery included.

71.98.0205
Lingua R6««

Digital infrared radiator (25W) with automatic delay 
compensation. Compact and light design. 

71.98.0220
Lingua RAD_H««

Licence upgrade of the transmitter to 40 channels.

71.98.0218
Lingua L40««

Licence upgrade of the transmitter to 12 channels.

71.98.0216
Lingua L12««

Infrared transmitter capable of transmitting up to 40 
channels.
It is set by default to transmit 6 channels. Additional 
channels can be acquired with licences (Lingua L12, 
Lingua L40).
The audio channels are transmitted through the 
integrated Dante interface.
Configuration of the transmitter through integrated 
webserver.

71.98.0215
Lingua T««

LINGUA IR

TRANSLATION SOLUTIONS

LINGUA IR

TRANSLATION SOLUTIONS



Confero enables a  
smooth setup
By focusing on solving key issues when setting up a 
conference system, Confero makes configuring the 
system easy and hassle-free. The software requires 
no installation on a PC and is pre-installed on the 
Plixus central unit. Simply access the software 
through any web browser and run the setup in one of 
the 28 supported interface languages.

Confero’s quick setup wizard enables a smooth 
configuration of the system by focusing on just a 
few easy steps in a very intuitive interface, making 
installation even easier.

Devices are automatically detected and configured, 
making the system plug-and-play.

Manage meetings, right 
from your own browser
Confero 360 is Televic’s newest solution for straightforward 
meeting management. It offers an all-in-one software package that 
simplifies room setup and meeting control, all managed from the 
Plixus engine’s webserver. Its intuitive interface for setting up of a 
meeting room and the tools for meeting moderation were carefully 
designed with a clear focus on user experience. 

Confero 360 brings additional features right to the core of the 
system, the Plixus engine. It is all web-based, so there is no need to 
install dedicated software on a PC. This new tool also introduces 
different user roles. This makes it possible to tweak the interface 
and see only what is important to get the job done. It allows a 
chairperson or operator to control the meeting, microphones and 
voting.

No installation 
needed

Simple meeting 
moderation

Wizard based 
configuration

Meeting 
reporting

8988

CONFERO 360

SOFTWARE

CONFERO 360

SOFTWARE



Licenses

To unlock the Confero 360 functionality the following license is required:

»    71.98.3000 : Confero 360 license

Confero Confero 360

Setup Wizard • •

Devices Setup • •

License Setup • •

Interpretation configuration • •

Audio configuration • •

Diagnostics • •

Dark Mode • •

Multilingual user interface • •

Room Layout - •

User Roles - •

Meeting Template - •

Delegate Information - •

Electronic voting - •

Badge Identification - •

Signage - •

Meeting Reports - •

Adding a Confero 360 license makes managing meetings easier than ever before. Giving the operator or chairperson the dashboard 
to run the meeting without taking the focus away really enables smooth and flawless meetings. 

Room layout configuration

Voting Meeting reports Signage

Assign roles and functionalities Meeting control 

Configuring the room layout is a simple 
and effective way to see the location 
of the delegate microphones on your 
dashboard. Uploading a background 
image helps visualize the room layout. 
You can add microphones by dragging 
and dropping the seats onto the layout.

Confero 360 also provides you with 
voting options. Simply start a voting 
round from the dashboard during a 
meeting, add an optional voting question 
and take your pick between different 
voting answers and even secret voting. 
Once the voting round has started, you 
can see the results on your dashboard 
and on the signage screen when logging 
in as the signage role.

An important part of your meeting is 
about reporting. Once a meeting is 
finished, a report and optional audio 
recording are made available in the 
Plixus engine, right from the dashboard. 
Simply access the meeting report which 
opens right in your browser, and save it 
as PDF or print it. The report contains 
the meeting details such as date, time 
and meeting room, as well as attendance 
and voting results.

It’s also important to engage the 
audience in the room. From any browser, 
log in as the signage role and see who 
is speaking and what the voting results 
are. 

Confero 360 adds an Operator, 
Chairperson and Signage role which can 
be configured via several functionalities. 
Simply enable or disable the 
functionalities for each role, or disable 
the roles all together if the dashboard is 
not needed. This allows you to focus on 
the meeting.

Once logged in as Operator or 
Chairperson, it’s all about the meeting. 
Create a meeting template with delegates 
and RFID badges for identification, or 
simply drag delegates onto fixed seats. 
Once you start the meeting, you can 
easily manage the discussion by using 
the room layout and seat icons to enable 
or disable microphones, or by using the 
speaker and request list. 

9190
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WATCH  THE 
PRODUCTVIDEO 
HERE

Confero MEET:  
The Software 
for Hybrid 
Council Meetings

ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS?

Disturbing sounds resulting from council members who forget to mute their 
microphone.

Microphone not being activated when someone starts speaking.

Questions being switched off, making it difficult to run the debate.

Councillors talking at cross purposes.

Voting being a cumbersome process.

Unauthorised persons disrupting the meetings.

Each of these situations undermines the debate and makes the meeting 
inefficient. So get ready today for tomorrow’s council meeting with Confero 
MEET.

Confero MEET is specially designed for councils and is the perfect solution 
for organising hybrid council meetings. Whether you are participating 
physically in the Council Chamber or remotely, Confero MEET guarantees 
the same meeting experience for everyone.

93
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Confero 
PLAN

Confero 
MEET

Meeting organizer invites 
participants to join and create 
their account for the Confero 
platform. Meetings can be 
prepared from anywhere and 
an agenda and voting items 
can be added upfront. Define 
the room the meeting will be 
hosted in and who is entitled 
to join in.

After publishing a prepared 
meeting a mail is send to 
all invited participants with 
a link that brings them to 
the Confero portal. In the 
portal participants can see a 
schedule of meetings they are 
invited to and can consult the 
agenda and voting items.

The chairperson or meeting 
operator can start a published 
meeting. Participants physically 
present in the meeting room use 
the conference equipment of the 
room.

Participants unable to make it 
in person will see the meeting 
appear in the Confero dashboard 
and can join the meeting with the 
same priviledges as participants 
in the room. All from the comfort 
of their home or office using a 
standard browser.

Remote participants using the Confero 
MEET interface get a view on the 
discussed agenda topic and have the 
possibility to view the complete meeting 
agenda. They can consult who is 
present in the meeting, see who speaks 
or is in the request to speak list.  
Video wise the focus is on the 
active speakers who are shown in 
a split-screen view.  This brings the 
conversation front center increasing the 
engagement and focus in the meeting.

Confero is a true hybrid 
conference meeting platform 
with moderation tools.
Regardless of where you 
participate from, all moderation 
tools are handled in a single 
interface. As a chairperson in 
the room you can even use your 
conference device to moderate 
the discussion, activate agenda 
topic or start voting session. 
Really straightforward and 
reduces the clutter on the table 
from different control interfaces.When a topic comes to a vote, 

remote participants can vote right 
from their browser interface. The 
user interface brings focus to the 
voting options. For secret voting 
sessions no need to worry about 
confidentiality as Confero has 
end-to-end encryption.

Remote participants can request 
to speak when they want to share 
their opinion. By doing so they 
end up in the same request list 
as physical participants. So same 
privileges apply regardless of 
where you join from.
From the remote participant 
interface presentations can also be 
shared.

For in-room participants a 
signage screen shows the video 
of the active speakers in a split 
screen view. On top of the video 
information like speaker name, 
agenda topic and even voting 
results are visualized. When a 
presentation is being shared the 
presentation is shown front center 
with the view on the presenter in a 
picture in picture view.



Operator and 
Chairman view 

When present in the room 
the operator or chairman 
can see the voting items, 
the list of people who have 
voted, what their vote 
was (if not secret) and the 
requests for the floor.

Operator & 
Chairman view

After the meeting comes 
to an end a full report is 
available with general 
meeting information like 
date, time and duration 
but also participant 
attendance, results of 
voting session.
When a recording was 
started, the audio file can 
be downloaded straight 
away.

Remote delegate 
view 

Remote participants can 
vote electronically via the 
interface. Up to 5 choices 
are possible. Ballots can be 
public or secret.
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Designed for 
your council 
meetings
+ Increased 
participation of your 
local councillors

+ Improved intelligibility 
for all participants.

Real interactions 
in a virtual 
environment 
+ Greater authenticity
thanks to name display
and split view

+ Focus on active
speaker and ongoing
discussion topic

Security 
guaranteed
+ Access/participation via
personal login on standard
web browsers

+ end-to-end encryption

With Confero MEET, 
go for efficiency and 
security.

"Confero MEET is bringing a tremendous 
added value to our debates that take place 
digitally because of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Even though the meetings are held online, 
the Confero MEET process is almost the 
same as the one we have for on-site 
meetings."

BERT MAERTENS, MAYOR OF IZEGEM, BELGIUM

"For both councillors and 
the chairperson, the Confero 
MEET system offers enormous 
added value. The platform is 
completely web-based, which 
means that no prior installation 
is required. Moreover, the votes 
are integrated into the agenda 
items, making it easier to vote. In 
addition, the environment is very 
intuitive, also for the person in 
the chair."

DRIES DEHAUDT, MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAIRMAN
CITY OF IZEGEM, BELGIUM

Agenda

Current 
speakers

Participants

Request to speak

Next
speakers
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CoCon Signage is the display application within the 
CoCon suite. It is a plugin for CoCon Discussion, which 
is required to run CoCon Signage. The module can 
be used to display information automatically to the 
delegates in the room using large screens or a projector. 
With an assistant, CoCon Signage can be configured 
to display a combination of the following information: 

  Overview screen of the room with the status of the 
microphones

  Name of the speaker
  Individual speech time
  Speech time per group
  Treated item on the agenda

A licence is required for each display screen.

71.98.1102
CoCon Signage««

CoCon Voting is a module of CoCon suite. It is a 
plugin for CoCon Discussion, which is required to run 
CoCon Voting. This module allows to  manage the 
parliamentary voting sessions, the administration of  
a voting item with the possibility to add items to the 
agenda, the voting management by the operator or 
chairperson, the collection and  recording of the results, 
the final decision. In combination with CoCon Signage, 
this module allows to display the voting results to 
the participants in the room using large screens or a 
projector.  

71.98.1104
CoCon Voting««

CoCon Authentication is a module of the CoCon suite 
that manages the identification of the participants 
through badges and the authorization to vote. CoCon 
Voting is required. This module allows to organize 
meetings by using the principal of free seating. It is 
a plugin for CoCon Discussion, which is required for 
CoCon Authentication. If this plugin is used for the 
authorization to vote, CoCon Voting is required as well. 

71.98.1105
CoCon Authentication««

Each meeting room needs different set of tools to 
control and manage, whatever the size, the room 
or the number of participants. The modular CoCon 
architecture offers what you need. The CoCon 
modules allow you to manage the agenda, the  

configuration of the electronic voting, the speech 
times, the attendance, the mandates, etc. Combine 
all the modules for complex multilingual meetings, 
or only those you need for the discussion. 

CoCon Discussion is the base for the CoCon Conference 
software suite. The server/client module is based on a 
database and contains several applications to support 
the preparation and administration process before, and 
the control during meetings: 

  CoCon Room Server
  CoCon Room Configurator
  CoCon Meeting Manager
  Operator Application
  Camera control for AMX, Creston, Extron...
  API available to communicate with third party 

applications

The CoCon Discussion module serves as the base for 
the suite and is required to run other plugin modules.

71.98.1101
CoCon Discussion««

Software to benefit from the maximum capacity of your devices. 

COCON

SOFTWARE

COCON

SOFTWARE
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This module allows to activate the intercom functionality 
with Plixus conference devices. When configured, up 
to 25 simultaneous and private calls (point-to-point) 
between the chairperson units, delegate units and 
interpretation booths can be made during the meeting. 
In addition, the Dante channels can be configured to 
connec  external interphone systems. These connections 
can be controlled through the API.

71.98.1115
CoCon Intercom««

Management software to easily and quickly configure 
the content of the Plixus Nameplates, even during the 
meeting: name of the participants, logos,  combination 
of name and title of the participants. The data can be 
provided by existing databases of CoCon delegates or 
imported from an Excel List.

71.98.1114
CoCon Nameplate««

Management software to configure the routing of 
video streams in the Plixus network between several 
inputs and outputs (Plixus V-IN, Plixus V-OUT, Plixus 
MME, Lingua ID-MM, uniCOS F/MM) with an intuitive 
user interface.

71.98.1113
CoCon Video Routing««

This licence allows the user to configure advanced audio 
routing between several inputs and outputs (Dante I/O, 
Auxiliaire I/O, microphone groups) with an intuitive user 
interface.

71.98.1112
CoCon Audio Routing««

With this module, it is possible to send messages 
between the delegates, and between the delegates 
and the operator. In addition, the meeting can be 
improved by preset services (drinks, etc.). The delegates 
can request these services during the meeting. The 
catering staff can easily see the requests and take them 
into account.

71.98.1110
CoCon Messaging/Services««

With this module CoCon offers the additional 
functionalities to manage documents, as well as the 
addition of documents linked to the agenda.

71.98.1109
CoCon Documentation««

This module offers additional functionalities to 
import and export data/statistics from/to CoCon in 
different formats (XML, Word) and advanced printing 
functionalities.
It is a plugin for CoCon Discussion, which is required to 
run CoCon Import/Export.

71.98.1108
CoCon Import/Export««

This module allows to use the Interpretation application 
for the advanced configuration of languages, channels 
and desks, and the control of the activity in the booths.
It also allows to define the booths and the desk in the 
Room Configurator.

71.98.1107
CoCon Interpretation««

COCON

SOFTWARE

COCON

SOFTWARE
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Recording software of 2 audio channels with automatic 
label insert, overview of the agenda and the names of 
the delegates, USB soundcard (2 channels) included. 

71.98.1004
T-Rex««

Recording software of 8 audio channels with automatic 
label insert, audio card included, overview of the 
agenda and the names of the delegates, possibility to 
record up to 16 channels with the virtual soundcard 
Dante (not included).

71.98.1006
T-Rex Multichannel««

Transcription software including a USB pedal.

71.98.1002
T-Rex Transcription««

T-REX

SOFTWARE
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70 cm gooseneck microphone without any interference 
from mobile phones, with screw-lock connector, bicolor 
LED light ring for visual signalling (red and green), foam 
cover included. 

71.98.0057
D-Mic 70 SL««

50 cm gooseneck microphone without any interference 
from mobile phones, with screw-lock connector, bicolor 
LED light ring for visual signalling (red and green), foam 
cover included. 

71.98.0055
D-Mic 50 SL««

40 cm gooseneck microphone without any interference 
from mobile phones, with screw-lock connector, bicolor 
LED light ring for visual signalling (red and green), foam 
cover included. 

71.98.0054
D-Mic 40 SL««

30 cm gooseneck microphone without any interference 
from mobile phones, with screw-lock connector, bicolor 
LED light ring for  visual signalling (red and green),  
foam cover included.

71.98.0053
D-Mic 30 SL««

MICROPHONES

ACCESSORIES
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Lightweight stereo headphones.

71.04.0154
TEL 152««

Single earphones with 3.5 mm jack connector (bag of 
10), compatibla with the Plixus products and Lingua 
receiver. 

71.04.0155
EP 152««

Soft covers for TEL 152, bag of 20.

71.04.1154
Soft covers TEL 152««

Hard covers for TEL 152, bag of 20.

71.04.1155
Hard covers TEL 152««

40 cm fully flexible gooseneck microphone without 
any interference from mobile phones, with screw-lock 
connector, bicolor LED light ring for visual signalling 
(red and green), foam cover included.

71.98.0059
D-Mic 40 FF««

40 cm gooseneck microphone with  a broadcast 
performance, a cardioid pick-up pattern, screw-lock 
connector, bicolor LED light ring for visual signalling 
(red and green), foam cover included. 
Perfect for the chairperson unit and press rooms.

71.98.0072
D-Mic 40 Broadcast Cardioid««

40 cm gooseneck microphone with  a broadcast 
performance, a hypercardioid pick-up pattern, screw-
lock connector, bicolor LED light ring for visual signalling 
(red and green), foam cover included. 
Perfect for the chairperson unit and press rooms.

71.98.0073
D-Mic 40 Broadcast Hypercardioid««

Handheld microphone to integrate in the armrests of 
seats in the  audience. Requires a custom interface (not 
included).

71.98.0058
D-Mic Handheld««

HEADPHONES

ACCESSORIES

MICROPHONES

ACCESSORIES
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CAT5E cable, AWG24, 4 pairs, S/FTP, 2 meter, black.

71.60.4002
ICC5/2««

CAT5E cable, AWG24, 4 pairs, S/FTP, 3 meter, black.

71.60.4003
ICC5/3««

CAT5E cable, AWG24, 4 pairs, S/FTP, 5 meter, black.

71.60.4005
ICC5/5««

CAT5E cable, AWG24, 4 pairs, S/FTP, 10 meter, black.

71.60.4010
ICC5/10««

CAT5E cable, AWG24, 4 pairs, S/FTP, 20 meter, black.

71.60.4020
ICC5/20««

Ensemble de connecteur pour 100 connecteurs.

71.69.5530
Connecteur RJ45 - 8 pin««

Pliable 5 STP, 305 meter (black, 4 pairs, AWG24).

04.57.5114
Câble CAT««

Blank RFID identification card (Mifare), not printed.

71.43.2002

MID««

USB programmer for RFID identification cards (Mifare). 
Connects to CoCon PC. (CoCon Authentication 
required). 

71.43.2001

MID PROG««

CABLES

ACCESSORIES

AUTHENTICATION

ACCESSORIES
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uniCOS T/MM10

Confidea FLEX

Confidea FLEX G4

D-cerno SL

Confidea Flushmount

uniCOS F/MM7 Lingua ID-MM

Lingua ID

Lingua R

CAMERA TRACKING

T-cam

NAME PLATE

Plixus nameplate

V-IN / V-OUT

The most complete portfolio 
in the industry.
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Televic Conference 
HQ BELGIUM

+32 51 30 30 45
conference@televic.com
www.televic-conference.com

Televic Conference 
ASIA

+86 21 61 48 01 23
conference@televic.com
www.televic-conference.com.cn

Televic Conference 
UNITED STATES

+1 916 920 0901
conference-us@televic.com

Televic Conference 
FRANCE

+33 3 74 09 52 76
conference-france@televic.com
www.televic-conference.fr
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